Learning and
Development Services
Training for the 21st Century Police — Inspire and Motivate
When the world renowned centre for leadership training, The Royal Military Academy, makes changes
to how it leads people because it recognises attitudes in society have changed, then you know that
there is something radically important to consider about how you lead your staff.
The Academy wanted to investigate the development of ‘soft skills’ in their cohorts of potential
instructors, and approached SA Group to write and deliver the training. This was such a success that
we feel that the relevance of the management and leadership techniques our staff have forged over a
lifetime of working with the most diverse groups warranted sharing with a wider audience.

You run a professional, highly skilled workforce from top to bottom, but very few within
this organisation have ever received formal leadership training
The management within hierarchical organisations can often be rigid, leaders can be set in their ways
and unable to adapt their style to suit young people who are an empowered generation - challenging
everything by prevailing attitudes and education. They expect more from their leaders which in turn
allows them to perform to their best within this environment.

A strong leader is resilient and able to respond positively to new challenges
• Modern organisations, particularly those with highly skilled professionals, are able to operate with a
reduced hierarchy. But not all managers understand how to operate within such flatter structures and
consequently do not optimise the productivity of those they manage.
• The needs of the task or the team can often come above those of the individual, therefore
understanding how and when to make use of differing styles of leadership and management is
imperative for current and future leaders.
• Directly ordering or instructing team members immediately reinforces the hierarchical structure.
This restricts employee growth and reduces the long term efficiency and sustainability of your
operation. If you encourage devolved thought and decision making then you are preparing the future
managers and speeding up your whole operational process.
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We will model alternative ways to:

We will invite you to:

 Deliver direction and command with more

 Challenge your existing beliefs and values

empathy
 Present feedback to eliminate confrontation
 Interact with those that we lead, manage and

 Re-examine your culture, to consider the whole

range of communication and the impact of it
 Practice in a safe environment

direct
 Communicate in a way that supports the

growth of the employee

Empowering your workforce comes by improved management capabilities, and growing
the trust of those being trained

Our Experienced Team

Chris Chudleigh, Training Manager

Our trainers bring decades of experience
working with elite sports performers, top
universities and public schools, as well as
mentoring many high performing individuals.
They have delivered specialist training in many
different environments, including at HM
Prisons, industry, and mainstream education.

Our Training Manager Chris Chudleigh
was the lead coach and training
architect in Sky's School of Hard
Knocks TV series. After serving in the
British Army for over 20 years he uses
the skills gained, along with the right
balance of enthusiasm and
encouragement to create a strong first impression and
forge genuine connections with people.

Having worked with high-class, internationallysuccessful sports people, and professional
athletes who required a different approach, we
fully understand the technical demands of elite
performance, be that sport or business, but
more importantly the wider personal issues
associated with elite, individual and team
performance. Our team have a thorough
knowledge of this environment, plenty of
experience, and continuously evaluate in order
to evolve.
Heywood House, Park Lane
Heywood, Westbury, Wiltshire, BA13 4NA

Chris has used both physically and mentally stimulating
challenges to connect with the hardest to reach
individuals, as well as senior military figures and
professional athletes. He has delivered bespoke
packages according to the clients needs. Former Wales
Rugby Captain Scott Quinnell and former England rugby
union player Will Greenwood, MBE both worked
alongside Chris, and have publicly endorsed him for his
efforts and skills in training people.
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